
 

KEEPING COACHES AND  
PLAYERS ALERT – COVID-19
These guidelines are designed to ensure that players and coaches minimise the risk of infection/transmission of coronavirus. 

Coaches are responsible for creating a safe environment for themselves and players.

Players, parents and coaches should follow the government’s social distancing guidelines.

Brief the player on safety guidance before  
beginning activity

Brief the players on safety guidance before beginning activity

1Unless they are from the same household

2Unless from the same household
3Two or more groups can practice at the same time provided there is enough space to 

keep them separate. Social distancing and hygiene measures must be observed
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Remember that we are preparing to play rather than preparing to 
perform – prepare appropriately for physical activity, use relevant 
and appropriate practices and enjoy your sessions. 

Coaches should follow guidance from the Coaches Safety Pack 
for typical outdoor sessions and comply with deployment 
requirements such as DBS, safeguarding and first aid.

Further guidance can be found at

ecb.co.uk 
gov.uk/coronavirus

Guidance accurate as of 5 June 2020

icoachcricket

Group sessions - 1 coach and 5 players maximumSanitising 

One-to-one sessions

COACH
DEVELOPMENT

 Wash hands and 
clean equipment 
- take extra care 
if using bowling 

machines

Saliva and sweat 
should not be 
applied to the 

ball at any time

Players should 
not share 

equipment1 
If working with 
a group of five 
players, or less, 
all participants 
must remain  
2m apart2&3

One skin one 
ball - balls should 
not be touched 

by more than one 
player or shared

Coaches should 
wear a mitt and 
another glove to 

protect themselves 
when feeding and 

receiving balls

Create innovative 
ways to 

celebrate whilst 
maintaining 

social distancing

2m

2m

2m
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Adjacent nets 
should not be used 

– leave one lane 
free between nets

Always remain 2m apart - coaches 
should wear a mitt and another 

glove to protect themselves when 
feeding and collecting balls

2m

http://ecb.co.uk
http://gov.uk/coronavirus

